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ABSTRACT 
We study the existence of generalized inverses which are minimal with respect to 
vector nomu. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Rnx” be the space of m by n real matrices, and let A E R”‘X”. A 
generalized inverse of A is a matrix G E Rnx” which satisfies 
AGA=A; 
we shall call it a g-inverse. Such a G always exists (C. R. Rao [5, p. 241). 
Let us consider an A E Rmxn, and let 11. (Ii be a norm on R” and II* )I2 be 
a norm on R”. 
A minimum II*JIi-inverse (m-[[*[jr-i) of A is a g-inverse G of A such that 
for each y which makes the system Ax = y consistent we have that 
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llGylll < llrlll for all solutions x of AX = y. In other words, 
AGA = A and IIGAn:I), < llxlll for all X. 
An approximate 11. ]I,-inverse (a-]]. ]]a-il of A is a g-inverse G of A such 
that for all y. 
IlAGy - yllz = minIlAx - !& r 
A minimum II*l)1 approximate 11. 112-’ mverse (m-lI.Il,-a-Il.I12-i) of A is a 
g-inverse G of A such that for all y, ]]AGy - y]12 = min,]JAz - y]Ja and 
llGylll < llxlll for every x with IlAx - y/l2 = min,llAz - yllz. 
The above three concepts are similar to the concepts of minimum norm, 
least squares, and minimum norm least squares g-inverses introduced by 
C. R. Rao [5]. The first two were introduced by Delia Flores de Chela in [2] 
and were further studied in [3] and [7]. 
In [5] C. R. Rao has shown that if ]]*1]i on R” is given by an inner 
product, then for all m every m X n matrix has a minimum norm g-inverse. 
The main purpose of this paper is to show that the converse is also true (if 
n > 3). We also show the corresponding result for approximate I]* I),-inverses. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we show that various 
minimum norm vectors exist. In Section 3 we generalize and in some cases 
simplify the proofs of results of [2], [3], and [7]. In Section 4 we prove our 
main result. We hope to deal with the third concept in a further paper. 
Without explicit mention, we shall sometimes consider A as a linear 
transformation. Sometimes we even deal with finite dimensional normed 
spaces and linear transformations, and they naturally imply results about 
matrices. We also employ some functional analytic concepts. 
2. EXISTENCE OF VARIOUS VECTORS 
For a consistent system Ax = y a solution x0 will be called a minimum 
11. I],-vector if 
IhIll =G ll~lll forallr withAx=y. 
Similarly we define an approximate 1). [la-vector and a minimum I]* ]I1 approxi- 
mate I)* [[,-vector. 
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The following general result implies that the above three vectors exist 
with respect to any norms /*11i and )\.))a. 
LEMMA 2.1. Zf II*Ij is a norm on R”, and S is a nonempty closed subset 
oft”, thenfor every y E R” there exists an x,, E S such that l/x0 - yJJ < 1(x - yII 
for all x E S. 
Proof. This is a trivial functional analytic result. n 
COROLLARY 2.2. Each consistent system Ax = y has a minimum lj*[ll- 
vector. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.1 to the closed set (x : Ax = y} and the vector 0. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Approximate l).112- vet ors t and minimum 1). II1 approri- 
mate 11. II,-vectors also exist. 
3. SOME GENERAL RESULTS ON VARIOUS g-INVERSES 
To investigate minimum norm g-inverses or approximate norm g- 
inverses, it is enough to confine our attention respectively to full row rank or 
full column rank matrices, as the following result shows. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
(a) The matrix 
[ 1 iA has a minimum norm g-inverse if and ~zly if A does. 
(b) The matrix [A AB] has an approximate norm g-inverse if and only if 
A does. 
Proof. From Theorem 1 of Flores de Chela 121, it follows that [G, 
[ 1 
Gal 
is a minimum norm g-inverse of A 
BA 
if and only if 
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This, in turn, by the same theorem of Flores de Chela, will hold if and only if 
G, + G, B is a minimum norm g-inverse of A. This gives us (a). (b) is proved 
similarly. n 
One can also prove this theorem from first principles quite easily. 
The following two useful results can also be proved easily. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let I(. 11 be u norm on the domain or the ranges of A, and 
B be an appropriate square nonsingular matrix which preserves the norm, i.e. 
llBxll = llxll for all x. 
(a> A has a m-(l.Il-i G ifand only ifAB has a m-[(*II-i (B-‘G). 
(b) A has an a-[[*(l-i G if and only if BA has an a-ll.Il-i (GB)-‘. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let II* II be a norm on the domain or the range of A, and 
C be an appropriate square nonsingular matrix. 
(a) A has a m-l\* 11-i G if and only if CA has a m = [[*II-i (CC)-i. 
(b) A has an a-ll.Il-i G rfand only zf AC has an a-(l.Il-i (C-‘G). 
The above results say that a matrix A has a minimum norm g-inverse if 
and only if CAB, for a nonsingular C and a nonsingular norm preserving B, 
has a minimum norm g-inverse. If every permutation matrix preserves the 
norm (as happens for example for 1, norms for 1 Q p <m), a matrix A has a 
minimum norm g-inverse if and only if the standard form of the nonzero part 
of the echelon form, of the type [I C], has a minimum norm g-inverse. A 
similar result with respect to the column echelon forms also holds for 
approximate norm g-inverses. 
Now let us show that some matrices always have minimum norm g- 
inverses and that some matrices always have approximate norm g-inverses, 
irrespective of the norm. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A be an m X n matrix. 
(a) 1f A is of rank one and 11. II is a norm on the domain space R” of A, 
then A has a m-1). 11-i. 
(bl 1fAisof rankm-landII~IIisanormontherangespaceR’”ofA, 
then A has an a-ll.Il-i. 
Proof. We shall consider A as a linear transformation from R” to R”‘. 
Let 9 be the range of A. 
(a): Since A is of rank one, 4 is of dimension one. Let (ya} be a basis for 
9, and ra be a minimum norm vector with respect to ya, which exists by 
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Corollary 2.2. Let G from R” to R” be any linear transformation such that 
G(y,) = x0. Let us show that G is a m-1(* 11-i. Let y E 9, and z be such that 
A(z) = y. There exists (Y such that y = czyo. Assume without loss of general- 
ity that LY # 0. Since A(z) = y, 
SO 
IlG(~)ll = IIG(a~o)ll= Ibxoll 
1 
= I4 llxoll Q I4 --z = 11~11. II II a 
(b): Since A is of rank m - 1, 9 is an (m - I)-dimensional subspace of 
R”. Let {yl,..., y,_,}beabasisof9,andlet(y,,...,y,_,,y,}beabasisof 
R”. From Corollary 2.3 we know that there exists x, such that IlAx, - y,,ll 
= min{)(Ar - y,ll Ix E R”}. Let x1,. . ., x,“_~ be any vectors in R” such that 
A(ri)=yi for i=1,2,...,m-1. Let G from R” to R” be the linear 
transformation such that G(yi) = xi for i = 1,2,. . . , m. Let us show that G is 
an a-ll*Il-i of A. 
Let y E R”. Let y = CT piyi. Now, 
= II PfAL) - PmY,, II 
= IP,I~b%,,) - Y,II. 
If x E R”, 
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From the way x,, was chosen and the last two relations we get that 
]IAGy - y]I < ]]Ax - y]]. Thus G is an a-]]* 11-i of A n 
COROLLARY 3.5. 
(a) If ]]*j] is any not-m 012 R”, every m X 2 matrix has a m-11. 11-i. 
(b) If ]].]] is any norm on R2, every 2 x n matrix has an a-11. 11-i. 
4. NORMS FOR WHICH EVERY MATRIX HAS A m-l]* 11-i (a-]]* 11-i) 
In this section we shall solve the following problems: 
(1) For n z 3 characterize all those norms )I. ]I on R” such that every 
m X n matrix for every m has a m-l]* 11-i. 
(2) For n > 3 characterize all those norms ]I* I] on R” such that every 
n X m matrix for every m has an a-]]* 11-i. 
We shall show that the above two problems are equivalent and are 
equivalent to the norm being given by an inner product, thus showing that 
the converse of the results of C. R. Rao [5] also holds. 
To start with, let (X, ]I. I]) b e a ml e f ‘t d imensional normed linear space, and 
9 be a subspace of X. By Lemma 2.1 for every x in X there is a vector 
.a0 E 9 such that [Ix - za]] < 11% - all for all z E 9. 
If we can choose an M(x) in 9 for every r in X, such that M : X + 9 
is linear and 
kMb)~~=W-=II for all ZE9, 
then we shall say that 9 has the linear approximation property. If every 
subspace 9 of X has the linear approximation property, we shall say that X 
itself has the linear approximation property. 
Obviously every finite dimensional Hilbert space has the linear approxi- 
mation property. Also, 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If 9 is a subspace of a finite dimensional normed 
linear space X such that dimension(S) = dimension(X)- 1, then 9 has the 
linear approximation property. 
Proof. This result can be derived from Theorem 3.4(b) by taking A to 
be the identity transformation from 4 into X. n 
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Let us say that a finite dimensional normed space (X, j/*11) has the 
minimum norm g-inverse property if every T: X + Y, where Y is a finite 
dimensional space, admits a m-11. 11-i. Similarly, we shall say that (X, 1). 11) has 
the approximate norm g-inverse property if every T : Y -+ X, for any finite 
dimensional space Y, admits an a-([* 11-i. 
Now we are ready to solve the problems. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (X, II= 11) be a finite dimensional normed space with 
dimension of X 2 3. The following are equivalent: 
6) (X, 1). 11) has th e minimum norm g-inverse property. 
(ii) (X, 11. II) has th e mear approximation property. 1’ 
(iii) (X, II* II) has th e approximate norm g-inverse property. 
(iv) For every proper subspace 9 of X there is a projection P : X -+ 9 
such that [(I - PJI = 1. 
(v) X*, the dual of X, is a Hilbert space. 
(vi) The norm II.11 on X is given by an inner product, i.e., (X, 11.11) is a 
Hilbert space. 
Proof. (i) * (ii): Let 9 c X. Let Q c X be such that 9@% = X. 
Define T:X-t% by T(x)=x,, where x=x,+x, with x,~y and 
x2 E Q. For this T let S be a minimum norm g-inverse, i.e., TST = T and 
IlST(x)ll Q llxll f or all x. Define M: X + 9 by M(x) = x - S(x,), where 
x = rr +x2 with x1 E 9 and x2 E 9. Now x - S(x,) E 9, because 
T(x - S(Q)) = T(x)- TS(x,) = T(x)- TST(x) = 0. 
Also 
II~-M(r)ll=Ilx-[x-S(x,)]I(=IIS(r,)ll=IIST(r)ll 
G II x II for all x. 
So if .z E 9, 
IIx-M(x)ll=l(ST(r)ll=lIST(x-z)ll 
G II x - 2 II for all z E /. 
So such a linear M exists. Thus X has the linear approximation property. 
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(ii) * (iii): Let T : Y -+ X be a linear transformation. Let 9 = T(Y). Let 
II : 9 -+ Y be a l-l linear transformation such that TII(x) = x for all 
x E 9. Such a II always exists. Let M: X -+ 4 be given by the linear 
approximation property, i.e., (Ix - M(x)11 < IJx - zI( for all z E 9. Let 
S = llo M. Then S is a linear transformation from X to Y. Let us show that S 
is an a-11.11-i of T. First of all, for any y E Y 
because T(y) E 9 and M(x) = x for x E 9. Also, 
+ -T(4ll for all 2 E Y. 
Thus S is an a-ll.JI-i of T. 
(iii) = (iv): Let 9 5 X. For the identity transformation i from 9 into X 
let P be an a-11. 11-i. Then 
II~-fwll4l~-~ll for all zE9. 
In particular, if x E 9, then x = P(x) and also 
I(x - P(x)11 G IIxIl, i.e., III - PII G 1. 
But since P is a projection operator, III - Z’II = 1. 
(iv) d (v): Let X* be the dual, the space of all linear functionals on X. 
From (iv) we shall show that for every subspace 7 of X* there is a 
projection Q : X* + 9- such that IlQll = 1. 
Let r c X*, and let S ={x E X:f(x) = 0 for all f E 9). Since X is 
finite dimensional, T = (f E X* : f(x) = 0 for all x E S). Let P : X -+ S be a 
projection such that III - PII = 1 according to (iv). Since P is a projection, 
P*:X* + X* defined by (P*f)(x) =f(P(r)) is also a projection. Also, 
((I - P*ll = III- PII = 1. Let Q= Z - P*. We claim that the range of Q, 
which is the kernel of P*, is 97 
If f E 9- then (P*f)(r) = f(P(x)) = 0, since P(x) E 9. So f is in the 
kernel of P*. It follows that (P*f)(x) = f(P(x>> = 0 for all x E X. So 
f(x) = 0 for all x E S, since P : X -+ S is a projection. So f E T. 
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Thus Q is a projection onto 7, and ]]Q]l = 1. 
Now, Theorem 4 of Kakutani [4] says that, if Y is a finite dimensional 
normed space of dimension 2 3 and if for every subspace there is a 
projection of norm one onto that subspace, then the norm is given by an 
inner product. 
Thus X* is a Hilbert space. 
(v) j (vi) is a standard result in functional analysis. 
(vi) * (i) is a result of C. R. Rao [5]. 
Many remarks are in order. 
n 
REMARK 4.3. Whatever the dimension of X, it can be shown that (i) to 
(iv) are equivalent and also they are equivalent to the following property: 
(vii) For every subspace 9 c X, there exists y c X, such that ./@y 
= X and l]wl] < (1~ + zll for all z E 9 and w E K 
In the sense of G. Birkhoff, this is essentially saying that every subspace has 
an orthogonal complement (see [6, p. 911). 
REMARK 4.4. The condition dimension(X) > 3 is used only in (iv)*(v) 
via Kakutani’s theorem. 
REMARK 4.5. Similar to Kakutani’s theorem, the following statement is 
also proved above: If (X, ]I. 11) is a finite dimensional normed space such that 
for every proper subspace 9 c X there is a projection P onto 9 with 
111 - PII = 1, then (X, ]I* I]) is a Hilbert space. 
REMARK 4.6. If a 11. ]I on R” is not given by an inner product, with 
n 2 3, then there is always an m X n matrix which does not have a m-II* II-i, 
from the above theorem. A similar statement also holds for approximate norm 
inverses. 
REMARK 4.7. It follows from the above theorem that if ]I. II is a norm on 
R”, then every m x n matrix has a m-lj.ll-i if and only if every n x m matrix 
has an a-11. 11-i. 
REMARK 4.8. Various results relating to the linear approximation prop- 
erty are given in $5 of Chapter II of [6]. 
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Dr. T. S. S. R. K Rao brought Kakutani’s theorem to our attention. The 
proof of (iv) * (v) of Th ear-em 4.2 is also due to him. We thank him for all 
this and also jbr some discussions one of us had with him. 
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